In Brief DIP/Dpr interactions help to pattern the Drosophila nervous system. Cosmanescu et al. quantify their interactions and map DIP expression in medulla neurons. Structural studies identify specificity determinants of DIP/Dpr interactions and reveal a conserved architecture for DIP/ DIP homodimers.
INTRODUCTION
Brains from flies to humans comprise vast numbers of different types of neurons interconnected by networks of precisely patterned synaptic connections. Currently, the molecular mechanisms underlying the specification of neural circuit assembly are poorly understood. The predominant model, based on Roger Sperry's ''chemoaffinity hypothesis,'' postulates that neurons make specific connections with their targets based on interactions between specific cell surface molecules (Sperry, 1963) . Cell-cell recognition proteins are often members of families diversified in evolution by gene duplication to yield numerous members, each bearing a canonical binding interface characteristic of the family (Himanen and Nikolov, 2003; Patel et al., 2003; Siebold and Jones, 2013) . For such protein families, binding between members is often promiscuous, and it is the distinctive strength of binding, or binding affinity, that underlies the differential biological functions of each protein (Brasch et al., 2018; Goodman et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2012; Katsamba et al., 2009) . Understanding the logic underlying the patterning of neural networks will require determination of the binding affinities of cell recognition proteins, their expression patterns, their signaling properties, and gain-and loss-of-function genetic analyses.
In Drosophila, two families of cell-recognition proteins of the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF), the 21-member Dpr (defective proboscis extension response) and the 11-member DIP (Dpr interacting proteins) families, have many of the properties expected of proteins controlling synaptic specificity. Members of each family are expressed in subsets of neurons throughout the developing nervous system (Carrillo et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2015) . Within the Drosophila visual system, the five lamina monopolar neurons, L1-L5, as well as the R7 and R8 photoreceptor cells each express unique combinations of Dpr proteins. Cognate DIPs were found to be expressed in some of their synaptic partners in the medulla, suggesting a potential role in synaptic targeting (Carrillo et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2015) . It remains unclear from these earlier studies, however, whether each medulla neuron type expresses many DIPs as observed for Dpr expression in lamina neurons or only a more limited repertoire of them.
In the accompanying paper, single Dm12 neurons with DIP-a null mutations exhibit robust defects in target-layer specificity in a wild-type background, and misexpression of cognate Dpr ligands dramatically re-specifies these connections (Xu et al., 2018, in this issue of Neuron) . In addition to targeting phenotypes, DIP/Dpr interactions also play a role in cell survival. Loss of DIP-g (Carrillo et al., 2015) as well as its binding partner Dpr11 in R7 neurons (Xu et al., 2018) leads to a reduction in the number of Dm8 neurons. In both cases, cell loss results from apoptosis during development (Xu et al., 2018) , consistent with the idea that DIP/Dpr interactions may influence the regulation of apoptosis. The number of DIP and Dpr paralogs, their patterns of expression within the brain, and the complexity of the DIP/Dpr interactome allude to a widespread and complex role in patterning neural circuitry.
High-throughput in vitro binding experiments using an ELISAbased assay revealed a heterophilic interaction network between members of the two families, where all but two members of the DIP family were found to interact with individual or subsets of Dprs (Carrillo et al., 2015; Ö zkan et al., 2013) . Although such assays are effective at identifying heterophilic binding, technical constraints of the method often select against the detection of homophilic interactions (Bushell et al., 2008) . Furthermore, these assays utilized multimerized chimeras to increase binding affinities so as to enable robust detection; as a consequence, however, this method inherently obscures the native molecular binding affinities, yielding binary results that provide a yes or no answer as to whether an interaction takes place.
Do binding affinities of adhesion proteins significantly impact interactions between cells? Differential affinities can have clear effects on signaling between adherent cells: for example, T cells bearing receptors with different affinities for peptide-major histocompatibility complex (MHC) complexes on antigenpresenting cells adopt different developmental fates (Stone et al., 2009) . With respect to selectivity of cellular interactions, type I classical cadherin family proteins provide a typical example of the role of affinity: each type I cadherin family member binds to all other type I family members, yet the differences in affinity of each pairwise interaction dictate their distinct adhesive and cell-patterning functions (Katsamba et al., 2009; Vendome et al., 2014) . Thus, for protein families with promiscuous binding, in which selectivity is dictated mainly through the differential pairwise binding affinities of different family members, quantitative measures are required to understand their function.
In the nervous system, binding affinities of cell-cell recognition proteins have been shown to control the targeting of neurites to their appropriate partners. For example, members of the twoprotein family of Ig-like sidekick (Sdk) proteins are expressed in specific layers within the inner plexiform region of the mouse retina during synapse formation. In vitro, Sdk1 and Sdk2 bind heterophilically through a canonical interface, but their homophilic affinities are stronger (Goodman et al., 2016) . Despite their heterophilic binding, the higher affinity of the respective homophilic interactions appears to determine their synaptic targeting activities (Krishnaswamy et al., 2015; Yamagata and Sanes, 2008) . By contrast, within this same region of the retina, the type II cadherin family members cadherin-8 and cadherin-9, which show distinctive heterophilic and homophilic affinities to other type II cadherin family members (Brasch et al., 2018) , appear to rely on heterophilic rather than homophilic binding for proper layer-specific targeting (Brasch et al., 2018; Duan et al., 2014) Thus, differential molecular binding affinities of both cadherins and Ig superfamily proteins contribute to synaptic patterning Sanes, 2008, 2012; Yamagata et al., 2002) .
DIP-Dpr binding specificity is controlled by interactions between their immunoglobulin-like extracellular domains (Carrillo et al., 2015) . The extracellular regions of Dpr family members consist of two tandem Ig-like domains, and the extracellular region of DIP family members consists of three tandem Ig-like domains (Ö zkan et al., 2013) . The crystal structure of a twodomain fragment of DIP-a in complex with the membrane-distal Ig1 domain of Dpr6 revealed the Ig1-Ig1 interaction to be characterized by a buried core of hydrophobic residues and an extensive network of hydrogen bonds (Carrillo et al., 2015) . The interaction topology of this complex shares a strong resemblance to other complexes of Ig-like cell adhesion molecules, including those of vertebrate nectins and C. elegans SYGs, both of which have roles in nervous system development (Carrillo et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2012; Okabe et al., 2004; Ö zkan et al., 2014; Togashi et al., 2006) . Interestingly, members of the nectin and SYG-related protein families exhibit both homophilic and heterophilic binding.
Here, as a step toward understanding how DIP and Dpr protein families contribute to neural circuit assembly, we sought to extend understanding of both the binding affinities of DIPs/Dprs and the neuron-specific localization of DIPs in the Drosophila visual system. We used the multi-color flip out (MCFO) technique to provide a more extensive map of DIP expression in the medulla. To assess the biophysical properties of interactions between protein family members, we used surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to determine binding affinities for all DIP-Dpr interactions, identified DIPs and Dprs that form homodimers, and identified specificity-determining residues in DIP-Dpr interfaces that had not previously been noticed. We used this new knowledge to design site-directed mutants with defined intermolecular binding affinities for in vivo functional experiments reported in the accompanying paper (Xu et al., 2018) . Our biophysical studies raise the intriguing possibility that DIP/Dpr interactions function over a wide range of affinities to regulate neural circuit assembly throughout the Drosophila nervous system.
RESULTS

Medulla Neurons Express DIPs in a Highly Cell-Type-Specific Fashion
Using Minos-mediated integration cassette (MiMIC) insertions and derivatives of them, we demonstrated that DIPs are expressed in many medulla neuron types (Tan et al., 2015) but are largely absent in lamina neurons. Using a candidate approach, we showed that, indeed, some DIPs are expressed in synaptic partners of lamina neurons, which expressed cognate Dpr proteins. It was unclear from these studies, however, what fraction of medulla neuron types express DIPs and whether each of these medulla neuron types also expresses multiple DIPs or a more restricted set of them. Here, we set out to address these issues.
Determining the expression of Dprs using MiMIC insertions into Dpr loci was facilitated by co-staining experiments with well-characterized antibodies to nuclear proteins specific for each lamina neuron type (Tan et al., 2015) . By contrast, only a few cell types in the medulla can be identified in this way, due to the paucity of appropriate antibodies. We therefore sought to correlate patterns of DIP expression with the morphologies of different medulla neurons ( Figure 1A ). This was done using GAL4 transcription traps inserted into different DIP loci to drive expression of a membrane-bound epitope-tagged protein or a fluorescent protein that highlights the entire morphology of these neurons ( Figure 1B ) and a recombination-based method (i.e., MCFO) to generate sparsely labeled populations of these cells to more readily assess their morphologies . In some cases, the density of staining precluded a simple reconstruction of the morphology of a single neuron. In these preparations, we were able to identify single neurons by comparing them to reference neurons from sparsely labeled samples (e.g., compare Figures 1J and 1J') . Additional examples of cells identified in this way are shown in Figures S1, S2, and S3.
We chose to assess the expression in a well-characterized population of medulla neurons, in which fluorescently labeled single neurons have been analyzed in detail. These include two large sets from two separate studies Takemura et al., 2013) , as well as several additional cells from other analyses (Gao et al., 2008; Mauss et al., 2015; Takemura et al., 2017; Tuthill et al., 2013) . Many, though not all, of these cell types were also described in the Golgi studies of Fischbach and Dittrich (1989) . In total, we assessed expression of eight different DIPs in 60 cell types (see Figure 2 for a summary of expression; GAL4 insertions were not available for the remaining 3 DIPs). Of these, 26 expressed a single DIP, 12 expressed two DIPs, and one expressed four DIPs. Assuming that these 60 medulla neuron types are likely to express the three remaining DIPs for which we do not have MiMIC insertions in a similar way, we estimate that some 54 of these 60 medulla neuron types (or 90%) express one or, less frequently, two different DIPs. We present examples of each type of neuron labeled in Figures 1B'-1J and Figures S1, S2, and S3.
Recent studies from Davis et al. (2018) using sequencing of nuclear RNAs (i.e., the INTACT procedure) from many different medulla neuron types come to a similar conclusion about DIP expression. There is a marked overlap in expression between these sequencing studies and our studies using the MCFO labeling method. The differences observed may reflect limitations in the DIP-GAL4 reporters or the MCFO method (e.g., different sensitivity of recombinase to heat-shock induction in different cell types, the possibility that the insertion of GAL4 within a DIP locus disrupts a subset of control elements regulating expression, or that transcripts from DIP loci are under translational control [i.e., the GAL4 mRNA is chimeric containing putative 5 0 UTR translational regulatory sequences from the endogenous locus]). Alternatively, differences may reflect limitations in the INTACT method (e.g., low levels of expression or contamination from other cell types through the purification of tagged nuclei). Importantly, both methods reveal limited expression of DIPs in medulla neurons, by contrast to the far broader expres-sion of Dprs in lamina neurons. We consider the significance of these patterns in forming neural circuits in the Discussion.
In summary, the expression of many different DIPs and Dprs in processes of overlapping neurons, the requirement for some cognate pairs of these for patterning medulla circuits (Xu et al., 2018) , and the potential for these proteins to mediate interactions between neurites of many different neurons in the developing medulla led us to explore in further detail the biophysical properties of the interactions between different paralogs of these two protein families.
Some DIPs and Dprs Form Homodimers
We used both an HEK293 and an S2 cell expression system to produce soluble whole ectodomains of 19 of the 21 Dprs and 8 of the 11 DIPs. The remaining Dprs and DIPs, Dpr9, Dpr15, DIP-d, and the two DIP family members previously shown to have no Dpr interacting partners-CG31814, which we have named DIP-k, and CG40378, which we have named DIP-lwere either unstable or expressed poorly. Because structural studies show that trans-interaction specificity is contained within the Ig1 domain (Carrillo et al., 2015) , for biophysical studies, we produced these poorly expressed proteins as chimeras, with Ig1 of Dpr9 fused to Ig2 of Dpr8, Ig1 of Dpr15 fused to Ig2 of Dpr11, Ig1 of DIP-d fused to Ig2-Ig3 of DIP-ε, Ig1 of DIP-k fused to Ig2-Ig3 of DIP-a, and Ig1 of DIP-l fused to Ig2-Ig3 of DIP-q.
We assessed the homophilic binding properties of all native and chimeric proteins with the exception of DIP-i, using sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). The results from these experiments are reported in Tables 1 and S1, with a subset of experimental curves shown in Figure S4A . We found that at least 3 Dprs and 4 DIPs exist in a monomerdimer equilibrium in solution. Dpr8, 12, and 21 have homophilic K D values ranging from 39.0 to 71.3 mM, and DIP-a, -z, and -h have homophilic K D values that are similar, ranging from 22.2 to 35.4 mM. DIP-q was found to homodimerize as well; however, an accurate K D could not be determined. Further analysis of DIP-q by multi-angle light scattering (MALS) following size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) confirmed DIP-q exists in a monomer-dimer equilibrium ( Figure S4B ). MALS-SEC was also used to determine that Dpr18 behaved as a monomer ( Figure S4B ). DIP and Dpr homodimers had not previously been reported.
DIP/Dpr Interactions Determined by SPR Identify Distinct Affinity Binding Groups
To define interactions of DIPs with Dprs and characterize the relevant binding affinities, we performed SPR experiments with the purified recombinant proteins. Each DIP molecule was covalently coupled to the dextran layer of an SPR sensor chip surface using amine coupling chemistry. Twenty-one Dprs were passed over each DIP surface, and binding responses were measured and used to calculate equilibrium binding constants for interactions (Figures 3, S4C , and S5). These experiments revealed 21 novel interactions not previously reported and failed to detect binding affinities stronger than 300 mM for 6 interactions reported from the high-throughput studies (Carrillo et al., 2015; Ö zkan et al., 2013) . Figure 3B highlights the differences between the early and revised DIP/Dpr interactomes; interactions we found to be stronger than 200 mM are shown in Figure 4A . (I) DIP-z: triangles, Tm20 (green); arrowheads, Tm20 (orange); arrow, Pm2 (yellow). Pm2 neurons are always labeled in the entire layer in different colors. Scale bar, 10 mm. (J and J') An example of identifying single-labeled medulla neuron in a densely labeled environment (J) by comparing its morphology to a single-labeled cell in a reference image (J'). A green Tm5c is labeled in (J), but it partially overlaps with another cell (described in Figures S1A and S1A'). By comparing patterns of arborization in specific layers in medulla and lobula between (J) and (J') (triangles), we can identify the cell in (J). Scale bar, 10 mm. See also Figures S1, S2, and S3.
to Dpr6 and Dpr10 with K D s ranging from 1.7 to 2.1 mM and DIP-g bound to Dpr11, 15, 16, and 17 with K D s ranging from 2.9 to 12.1 mM. DIP-b interacts strongly with Dpr8, 9, and 21 with K D s of 1.5-4.1 mM. In addition to these strong interactions, DIP-b interacts with Dprs that can bind DIP-a and a subset of Dprs that bind DIP-g, although with weaker affinities: 19.4 mM and 54.9 mM to Dpr6 and Dpr10, respectively, and affinities of 22.0 mM to Dpr15 and 94.0 mM to Dpr11. Although DIP-g shows a higher sequence divergence from the other DIP members of this group, it shares two Dpr binding partners with DIP-b. Interactions of Dpr10 and Dpr15 with DIP-b were not previously observed in high-throughput experiments (Carrillo et al., 2015; Ö zkan et al., 2013) , nor had Dpr interactions with DIP-l (previously CG40378) been identified. In contrast, we observed binding of DIP-l to Dpr9 with an affinity of 1.1 mM, the strongest interaction determined in this study. DIP-l also bound Dpr6, Dpr8, and Dpr10 with affinities of 28.4 mM, 14.8 mM, and 88 mM, respectively.
DIP-d comprises its own group (DIP group II) and is the sole DIP to interact with Dpr12, binding with a strong affinity of 2.4 mM. DIP group III consists of DIP-ε and DIP-z, which each bound to the same set of Dprs, a result not seen in the previous high-throughput experiments (Carrillo et al., 2015; Ö zkan et al., 2013) . This group is characterized by having Dpr affinities of moderate strength when comparing affinities of all four DIP groups. Dpr13, 18, 19, and 20 bound to DIP-ε and DIP-z with affinities ranging from 21.2 to 51.5 mM, and Dpr14 interactions were weaker with an affinity of 69.2 mM to DIP-ε and 106 mM to DIP-z. Interactions of Dpr6 and Dpr9 with DIP-ε and DIP-z were also detected, ranging from 122 to 210 mM. The previous high-throughput studies reported Dpr18 to be the only Dpr protein that did not interact with any DIP (Carrillo et al., 2015; Ö zkan et al., 2013) . However, we found that Dpr18 has the strongest binding affinity among Dprs to DIP-ε and DIP-z with K D s of 21.2 mM and 24.7 mM, respectively. We also failed to detect meaningful affinities between DIP-ε and Dpr16 or Dpr17 and DIP-z with Dpr16, interactions that had been previously reported (Ö zkan et al., 2013) .
The final DIP group (DIP group IV) consists of DIP-h, -q, -i, and DIP-k (previously CG31814). In general, DIP-Dpr interactions in this group are significantly weaker than the interactions seen in the previously discussed groups, with most measured K D s ranging from 35.8 to 149 mM. Previous studies found no interacting partners for DIP-k; however, we determined a strong binding affinity of 1.9 mM to Dpr7, the strongest interaction within this subgroup. Unlike previous studies, we did not detect binding between Dpr7 and DIP-h or DIP-q and determined a binding affinity of 136 mM with DIP-i, revealing DIP-k to be the primary interacting partner of Dpr7. We also observed DIP-k binding to Dpr1 and Dpr2 with calculated affinities of 173 mM and 29.7 mM, respectively; however, these are likely to represent overestimates because non-specific binding was observed in the SPR binding profiles. Non-specific binding was also observed in binding profiles between Dpr2 and DIP-h and DIP-i, which have calculated affinities of 41.0 mM and 22.4 mM, respectively. DIP-i was the only DIP to bind to all Dprs that interacted with this subgroup: Dpr1; 2; 3; 4; 5; and 7. This result differs significantly from previous studies, which observed DIP-i interacting only with Dpr1 (Ö zkan et al., 2013) .
Inspection of our updated interactome showed that the primary DIP binding specificities of Dprs are correlated with the grouping of Dprs in phylogenetic analysis ( Figure 4B) , an observation that was made previously (Ö zkan et al., 2013) . Similarly, we show here that the four DIP groups we characterized from our SPR experiments, which bind non-overlapping sets of Dprs, correlate with DIP phylogeny with the exception of DIP-g, which has high sequence divergence from DIP-a, -b, and -l of the first binding group ( Figure 4B ). DIP-ε and DIP-z are closely related, and DIP-h, -q, and -i are all clustered together as well ( Figure 4B ). Taken together, these results indicate that both DIPs and Dprs have binding specificities that overlap with closely related family members.
Crystal Structures of DIP-a and DIP-q Homodimers Reveal a Conserved Homophilic Interface
The discovery that many DIPs exist as homodimers in solution (Table 1) prompted us to investigate the structural basis of such interactions. We therefore determined the crystal structure of whole ectodomains from the homodimeric DIPs, DIP-a and DIP-q, to 2.9 and 3.5 Å , respectively. Crystallographic statistics are summarized in Table S2 . Both structures revealed highly similar homodimer interactions formed between membranedistal Ig1 domains ( Figure 5A ). In each case, these interfaces are mediated by the CC'C''FG strands of the immunoglobulinfold Ig1 domain. The orientation of the interacting Ig1 domains is highly similar to that observed for the previously published heterophilic DIP-a/Dpr6 complex (Carrillo et al., 2015) . Both the DIP-a and DIP-q homodimers bury $1,670-1,750 Å 2 of surface area in the interface. The central core of the interface is dominated by hydrophobic interactions, where side chains of DIP-a residues Leu76, Ile83, Ile86, and Ile91 (Leu164, Ile171, Ile174, and Ile179 in DIP-q) from apposing protomers intercalate with one other (Figures 5B and S6A) . Within this core, DIP-q has an additional hydrophobic residue, Ala162, which is Gly74 in DIP-a. In addition to these hydrophobic interactions, the DIP-a homodimer has 7 unique hydrogen bond interactions and DIP-q has 5 (Table S3 ). Due to the symmetrical nature of the interface, this leads to a total of 14 hydrogen bonds for DIP-a and 10 for DIP-q. All of the hydrogen bonds are main chain to side chain, with the exception of one unique main chain/main chain hydrogen bond in the DIP-a homodimer (His93-Asn127) and one unique side chain/side chain hydrogen bond in the DIP-q homodimer (Asn182-Asp217).
DIP/DIP and DIP/Dpr dimers are remarkably similar. Superposition of the two DIP homodimers with the DIP-a/Dpr6 complex all showed root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values of less than 0.8 Å between 177 and 182 aligned C a atoms (Figure 5E ). The amino acids corresponding to intercalating residues in the central core are mostly hydrophobic across DIP and Dpr families, and 8 of the hydrogen bonds are observed in both the heterophilic and homophilic DIP-a interface (Figures 6A and 6B; Table S3 ).
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(legend on next page) homophilic interactions together, as well as a mutant that could selectively abolish only the homophilic interaction. We set out to design these mutants to provide constructs that could define the roles of heterophilic and homophilic DIP-a interactions in an in vivo context. Genetic experiments analyzing the phenotypes of animals with these mutations are discussed in the accompanying paper (Xu et al., 2018) . DIP-a I83D introduces an unpaired negative charge in the hydrophobic core shared by both the hetero-and homodimer complexes. AUC experiments with this mutant showed that it behaved as a monomer, and SPR experiments showed that this mutant could not support heterophilic binding to Dpr6 or Dpr10 ( Figures 5F and 5G ). Complementary to this mutant, we designed and tested Dpr10 Y103D, which also introduces a negative charge into the hydrophobic core of the heterocomplex and abolishes binding to DIP-a ( Figure 5F ). DIP-a A78K and N94D mutations were each designed to introduce electrostatic clashes that would be present in the homodimer, but not in heterophilic complexes with Dprs. AUC experiments showed DIP-a A78K N94D to be monomeric in solution, and SPR experiments showed that heterophilic interactions with Dpr6 and Dpr10 were maintained and are, surprisingly, stronger than wild-type interactions ( Figures 5F and 5G )
Crystal Structures of DIP-Dpr Complexes from Different DIP Groups Show Highly Conserved Interaction Topology
In order to characterize the molecular determinants of binding specificity, we determined crystal structures of additional DIP/ Dpr heterophilic complexes: the DIP-h/Dpr4 ectodomain heterocomplex at 2.9 Å and a DIP-q/Dpr2 ectodomain heterocomplex at 3.0 Å (crystallographic statistics are summarized in Table S2 ). These complexes are associated with a different DIP group than the previously determined DIP-a/Dpr6 structure (Carrillo et al., 2015) .
Both of the new structures display the canonical Ig1-Ig1 interaction first identified in the DIP-a/Dpr6 heterodimer (Carrillo et al., 2015) , showing that, as expected, DIP/Dpr interactions for DIPs from other groups form through the same Ig1 domain surface (Figures 5C, 5D, and S6B) . The hydrophobic character of the residues in the core of the interface is conserved among all three DIP/Dpr complexes of known structure ( Figures 5D,  6A, 6B, and S6B) . The DIP-h/Dpr4 complex buries a total surface area of $1,750 Å 2 , and the DIP-q/Dpr2 complex buries $1,830 Å 2 . The DIP-h/Dpr4 complex has 19 hydrogen bonds, and DIP-q/Dpr2 has 20 hydrogen bonds, with many of these hydrogen bonds occurring at sequence-conserved positions in the DIP-a/Dpr6 complex as well as in the homodimer complexes previously discussed (Table S3 ). One interaction that is present in both the DIP-h/Dpr4 and DIP-q/Dpr2 complex, but is not seen in the DIP-a/Dpr6 or either homodimer complex, is a conserved salt bridge formed between Asp74 on the BC loop of Dpr4 (Asp135 of Dpr2) and Lys94 on the C''D loop of DIP-h (Lys181 of DIP-q). Instead of this electrostatic interaction, the DIP-a/Dpr6 structure has a glycan at Asn102 that contacts His93 of DIP-a (Carrillo et al., 2015) .
Differing from Dpr4, the Dpr2 protomer has a significant bend at the Ig1-Ig2 interdomain region with an 81 angle between domains compared to the 142 angle between Dpr4 domains (Figure S6C ). This significant difference is possible due to the 5-residue linker in Dpr2. Comparison of interdomain linkers among all Dprs show only four longer than one residue: 3 of the 6 Dprs that bind members of DIP group IV (Dpr2, 3, and 7) and an alternate isoform of Dpr10 (Dpr10A; Figure S6C ). Because the second domain is not involved in the Ig1-Ig1 interactions seen in our (Takemura et al., 2013) , 2: (Tuthill et al., 2013) , 3: , 4: (Gao et al., 2008) , 5: (Takemura et al., 2017) , 6: (Mauss et al., 2015) . Blue, no labeled cell of the indicated type; orange, labeled cell of the indicated type. Summary of DIP expression in each medulla neuron type is listed in the last two columns. Note that the cell types from Takemura et al. (2013) are shown in Table S2 (see https://media.nature.com/original/nature-assets/nature/journal/v500/n7461/extref/nature12450-s1.pdf), and the Dm and Pm cells are described in Nern et al. (2015) . References for a few additional cell types are as indicated. See also Figures S1, S2, and S3. AUC data are presented as the mean of two independent measurements ± the difference of each of these from the mean. RMSDs represent the error of the global fit. MW, molecular weight; ND, not determined. a DIP-q was determined to be a dimer by SEC-MALS (see Figure S4B ). V  I  p  u  o  r  g  P  I  D  I  I  I  p  u  o  r  g  P  I  D  I  I  p  u  o  r  g  P  I  D  I  p  u  o  r  g  P  I (legend continued on next page)
Specificity Determinants of DIP-Dpr Binding Interfaces
To identify specificity residues, we aligned the Ig1 domains of DIPs and Dprs, grouping the aligned sequences based on binding preferences determined by SPR, and examined sequence conservation both within and across these specificity groups (Figures 6A and 6B) . Potential specificity residues-interfacial residues that are highly conserved within their binding group, but not conserved across groups-were identified and are labeled in Figures 6A and 6B . Visual inspection of these residue positions revealed a critical region at the CC' loop of DIP Ig1, which inserts between the CC' and FG loops of a Dpr protomer mate ( Figures 6C and 6D) . Three consecutive residues that begin on the DIP CC' loop and end at the second residue of the C' strand, labeled S I1 , S I2 , and S I3 for DIP specificity residue ( Figure 6A ), show high sequence variability between DIPs that have different Dpr binding partners. Apposing S I1-3 are Dpr residues labeled S R1 and S R2 , for Dpr specificity residue, which also show significant variability between specificity groups but conserved identity within groups ( Figure 6B ). S R1 is a Lys or Arg in nearly all Dprs that bind DIPs-h, -q, -i, -k, -ε, and -z but is conserved as hydrophobic residues Leu or Met in DIP-g-binding Dprs and as His in Dprs that primarily bind DIP-a, -b, or -l. Apposing S R1 is S I2 , which is a conserved Lys in DIP-a, -b, and -l and would introduce an electrostatic clash that would prevent binding with the many noncognate Dprs that have Lys or Arg at the S R1 position. S R2 is located in the FG loop and directly apposes S I3 . S R2 is conserved as Lys in Dprs that bind DIP-h, -q, -i, -k, or -g and Val for Dprs that primarily bind DIP-a and is predominantly Pro in Dprs that bind DIP-ε, -z, or -b. The significant variability of residue types between specificity groups for this set of interfacial residues indicates that this region determines DIP/Dpr interactions through either favorable van der Waals and/or electrostatic interactions or unfavorable clashes.
In addition to this main region, S R3 located on the BC loop of Dprs and S I4 on the DIP C''D loop engage in a conserved salt bridge seen in both the DIP-q/Dpr2 and DIP-h/Dpr4 complex structures and is predicted to occur in all other Dpr complexes of DIP-h, -q, or -i with the exception of DIP-i/Dpr7. This salt bridge is also predicted to form in complexes between DIP-ε and DIP-z with 3 of the 5 Dprs within their subgroup. In place of a salt bridge, Dprs that bind DIP-a, DIP-b, or DIP-l, with the exception of Dpr15, have a conserved N-glycan at the S R3 position, which contacts a His, Asn, or Leu at the DIP S I4 position (Carrillo et al., 2015) . Most Dprs can either form salt bridges at this position with their cognate DIP or have a glycan; however, among Dprs that bind DIP-g, there is little conservation at the S R3 position, indicating this position may not play a significant role in determining specificity of DIP-g interactions. We recognize an additional residue position (P R for putative Dpr specificity residue) that could play a role in binding specificity based on its strong conservation among specificity groups and its locationresiding on the Dpr FG loop between the two previously discussed regions (Figures 6B-6D) . It is likely that residue positions, in addition to those identified here, also play a role in specificity.
Our identification of polar and charged residues as specificity determining is in contrast to the conclusions of Carrillo et al. (2015) that shape complementarity, rather than charge complementarity and polar interactions, is responsible for DIP-Dpr specificity. These researchers focused on the conserved hydrophobic core of the interface, and our analysis in this section and mutagenesis results in the next identify and validate specificitydetermining residues at the periphery of the conserved core. Carrillo et al. (2015) carried out mutagenesis experiments on the hydrophobic core and confirmed that some of these residues affected binding affinity. However, they did not design mutants that switch specificity between DIP-Dpr subgroups of the type described in the next section.
Targeted Mutation of Dpr Specificity Residues Converts
Binding Preference in SPR We investigated whether it was possible to change the adhesive specificity of a Dpr by mutating only a few key residues implicated in DIP-binding specificity. We chose to modify Dpr4 and Dpr6 because they are members of two distinct binding groups with no shared interactions and structural data for both of their cognate-DIP complexes were available. Proteins were produced for which the residue identities of the S R1-3 positions of Dpr4 were mutated to those of Dpr6 and vice-versa. To investigate the additive effects of these mutations and to identify the residues that needed to be mutated in order to change binding specificity, we tested three different mutants for each Dpr.
Binding of mutants was tested against wild-type proteins in SPR over DIP-a, -h, and -q surfaces ( Figures 6E, 6F , S6D, and S6E). Specificity mutant Dpr4 K82H showed a slight increase in binding response to DIP-a; however, the response is so low that the calculated K D is over 400 mM. Dpr4 K82H also showed a marginal increase in binding to DIP-h and DIP-q. Dpr4 K82H K136V weakened binding to DIP-h and DIP-q by at least 4-fold compared to wild-type and binds to DIP-a with a K D of 44.9 mM. This remarkable result shows that we were able to swap the binding specificity of a Dpr by only mutating two specificity residues. Dpr4 D74N A76T K82H K136V, which contained an additional mutation at an interfacial residue (A76T) to introduce the N-glycosylation motif, further decreased binding to DIP-h and DIP-q and increased binding affinity to DIP-a with a binding K D of 16.0 mM, only about 8-fold weaker than wild-type Dpr6. This $2.5-fold increase in affinity is the result of the N-glycan and/or the A76T mutation.
A similar result was seen when measuring affinities of the Dpr6 specificity mutants. Dpr6 H110K decreased binding by 25-fold to DIP-a but had little effect on binding to DIP-h or DIP-q. Dpr6 H110K V164K abolished binding to DIP-a; however, no significant binding was measured between this mutant to either DIP-h or DIP-q. Dpr6 N102D H110K V164K was able to bind to wild-type DIP-h and DIP-q with K D s of 119 mM and 72.0 mM, respectively, both about 2-fold weaker compared to wild-type Dpr4. Taken together, our data show that S R1 , S R2 , and S R3 function as specificity determinants for at least two of the DIP subgroups.
DISCUSSION
Developing axons and dendrites encounter the processes of perhaps hundreds of different neuronal cell types and must select appropriate synaptic partners from a myriad of neuronal processes. RNA sequencing technologies have revealed that developing neurons express hundreds of cell surface proteins, many of which bind in vitro to proteins known to be expressed on neighboring cells (Sarin et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2018) . Identifying which interactions are important and understanding how their expression patterns and binding interactions contribute to the specificity, complexity, and function of neural circuits remains a central challenge in developmental neuroscience.
Families of cell surface proteins with related ectodomains and differences in binding specificity provide one way of generating diverse patterns of connectivity. As opposed to Dscams and Pcdhs, which are expressed stochastically to provide neurons with single cell identities that form the basis of self-avoidance (Hattori et al., 2008; Thu et al., 2014) , we envision that selective recognition between synaptic partners relies on deterministic mechanisms of gene regulation to ensure the appropriate celltype-specific pairing of ligands and receptors. Indeed, it is the deterministic expression of matching DIP/Dpr pairs in some synaptic partners in the visual system that led to the idea that DIP/ Dpr interactions might influence synaptic specification (Carrillo et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2015) . In a previous study, we demonstrated through mRNA sequencing and genetic tagging methods that Dprs were expressed in a dynamic and complex way in developing lamina neurons (Tan et al., 2015) . Each lamina neuron expresses a discrete combination of numerous Dprs. We also showed that some synaptic partners of lamina neurons, specific medulla neurons, express cognate-interacting DIP proteins. Here, we extended these observations through a systematic analysis of eight of the 11 DIPs using the MCFO technique. We find that, of the 60 neuronal cell types we analyzed, 26 expressed a single DIP, 12 expressed two DIPs, and one expressed four DIPs (i.e., 39/60 or 65% of the neurons express at least one of the eight DIPs). Assuming the remaining three DIPs, for which gene-trap GAL4s are not yet available (i.e., DIP-i, -k, and -l), are expressed in a similar fashion, we estimate some $90% of the 60 different medulla neuron types considered here express one or, less frequently, two DIPs.
By comparing the synaptic connectivity maps between lamina and medulla neurons, the expression patterns of DIPs and Dprs, and the DIP/Dpr interactome, we identified many DIP/Dpr pairs expressed in synaptic partners ( Figure S7 ; Xu et al., 2018) . We find that lamina neurons form synapses on many different medulla neuron types; for instance, lamina L3 neurons express many Dprs and form synapses with over 10 different medulla neurons, many of which express DIPs that bind to Dprs expressed in L3. It appears then that lamina neuron outputs diverge to synapse with multiple partners. By contrast, medulla neurons express a more limited set of DIPs. For instance, Dm4 neurons only express DIP-a and form synapses with on the order of 20 L3 neurons, which express, among other Dprs, Dpr6 and Dpr10, high-affinity ligands for DIP-a. L3 is by far the predominant input to Dm4. The inputs into Dm4, therefore, are convergent. Indeed, information from multiple lamina neurons of the same type frequently converge onto a single DIPexpressing Dm neuron Takemura et al., 2013; S. Takemura, I. Meinertzhagen, and L. Scheffer, personal communication) .
A clear pattern emerges whereby multiple Dprs on lamina neurons may promote connections to multiple targets, whereas a single DIP expressed on Dm neurons, for instance, accommodates convergence of many different neurons of the same type onto a single partner. Overall, this arrangement mirrors the interactome, where a single type of DIP tends to interact with high affinity to multiple Dprs, but in general a single Dpr exhibits high-affinity binding to one type of DIP. A similar trend is seen with both Tm and TmY neurons; they typically form connections with more different types of neurons than Dm, but fewer than lamina neurons. Interestingly, about half of the Tm and TmY neurons analyzed (10/21) express more than one DIP, whereas only one of 18 Dm neurons expressed more than one DIP. Our quantitative biophysical and structural studies enabled the identification of residues in DIPs and Dprs that control their binding specificity. Grouping DIPs and Dprs according to their cross-family binding interactions, as in Figure 6 , facilitated the identification of resides at positions in the sequence that were correlated with the binding preferences of different specificity groups. Most of these specificity residues are charged or polar in contrast to the conclusion of Carrillo et al. (2015) that shape complementarity was the dominant determinant of inter-subgroup specificity. As discussed above, part of the discrepancy is due to their focus on the hydrophobic core of the interface although most distinct specificity determinants are located in the periphery.
The specificities of DIP-Dpr interactions are partially overlapping and grouped by phylogeny (Figure 4) , with interaction affinities spanning approximately two orders of magnitude. Three main DIP affinity groups and DIP-d, which forms a one-member group, emerge with cognate Dpr interactions mainly falling within a single DIP group, with sparser and weaker interactions between groups. These groupings became clear only when binding affinities were incorporated and false positive and negative interactions removed (e.g., removal of Dpr16/Dpr17 with DIP-ε and addition of DIP-k and DIP-l interactions). Quantitative binding affinities were also crucial for assigning the ''primary'' DIP-binding specificities (the DIP[s] with highest interaction affinity) for groups of Dprs, which we used in the identification of specificity determinants. Dprs with similar binding preferences are closely related with a few exceptions, and DIPs within each of the three main groups are also close in phylogeny ( Figure 4B) , with the exception of DIP-g and DIP-k. Indeed, single mutants in dpr6 and dpr10, which are phylogenetic nearest neighbors with similar DIP-binding profiles, show weaker phenotypes than null mutations, inactivating their common binding partner, DIP-a (Xu et al., 2018) .
Like other families of cell surface proteins with related ectodomains, DIPs and Dprs bind through canonical interfaces common to all family members. Because interactions between members of such diversified protein families rely on a common binding mode, many family members might be expected to bind one another, albeit with different affinities. Thus, DIP and Dpr proteins engage in promiscuous interactions, as has also been observed for other protein families implicated in targeting, e.g., type I and type II cadherins, sidekicks, nectins, synCAMs, and Drosophila irre cell recognition module (IRM) proteins (homologs of worm SYG proteins; Bao et al., 2010; Brasch et al., 2018; Fogel et al., 2007; Goodman et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2012; Katsamba et al., 2009) . The binding properties of these protein families differ significantly from the strict homophilic recognition observed for stochastically expressed multi-domain repulsion proteins (i.e., Dscam and clustered protocadherins). These achieve recognition only when all interacting domains are matched with their cognate partners, leading to an all-or-none binding specificity (Hattori et al., 2008; Rubinstein et al., 2015) . Multi-domain interfaces may be required to achieve precise fine-tuning to avoid the promiscuity that is characteristic of two-domain interfaces. In contrast, wide-ranging affinities in protein families, such as Dprs and DIPs, may be exploited by developing neurons to sculpt neural circuitry in different ways.
Our demonstration that some DIPs and Dprs form homodimers adds another layer to the potential regulatory complexity of interactions between these proteins. DIP homodimerization affinities are in the range of 22-35 mM, with Dpr homodimerization affinities ranging from 39 to 71 mM (Table 1) . The homodimerization affinity of a DIP can be significantly weaker than with its heterophilic binding to Dpr partners (DIP-a), equivalent to the strongest heterophilic interactions of its group (DIP-z), or stronger than its heterophilic interactions (DIP-h). For Dprs, in each case the homodimer affinities we determined were substantially weaker than their heterophilic DIP interactions. Crystal structure and mutational analyses reveal that DIP/DIP and DIP/Dpr interfaces are largely overlapping. The Dpr/Dpr dimer structure has not yet been determined. Although we used AUC to identify homodimers, in principle, heterophilic DIP-DIP and Dpr-Dpr interactions could also form, though we have not sought to identify such potential interactions in the current study. Indeed, Ö zkan et al. (2013) detected Dpr3-Dpr7 and Dpr5-Dpr6 heterophilic interactions in their high-throughput interaction study.
In principle, some DIPs and Dprs could function in cell-cell recognition driven by homophilic rather than heterophilic interactions. In support of this possibility, genetic rescue studies indicate that, in some contexts, homophilic interactions can substitute for heterophilic binding. For example, DIP-a overexpression in DIP-a-interacting neurons reduces Dm4 cell loss by apoptosis in Dpr6/10 null mutants (Xu et al., 2018) . In some contexts, competition between homophilic and heterophilic binding partners could play a regulatory role in controlling interactions between neurons, as has been suggested for Sdks and nectins (Goodman et al., 2016; Harrison et al., 2012) . Interestingly, germline knockin mutants of a homophilic binding-deficient form of DIP-a designed in this study led to a 50% increase in synapse number for Dm4 neurons (Xu et al., 2018) . These findings are consistent with the notion that complex regulatory roles may modulate DIP/Dpr interactions during circuit assembly, and these, in turn, may regulate cell number and neuronal morphogenesis, as well as the distribution, number, and specificity of synaptic connections (see Xu et al., 2018) .
Altogether, these findings provide a firm biophysical basis for the exploration, through genetic analysis, of the role of DIP/Dpr interactions in neural circuit assembly. Moving forward, we are now in a position to design DIP and Dpr mutants that abrogate, increase, or decrease homophilic and heterophilic interactions so as to allow a detailed exploration of the role of binding affinities in neural circuit assembly.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Drosophila melanogaster rearing and strains Flies were reared at 25 C on standard medium. We used female flies for all MCFO studies. The following stocks were used: pBPhsFlp2::PEST;; HA_V5_FLAG (MCFO-1) (BDSC 64085), R57C10-Gal4 (BDSC 39171), and hs-Flp:PEST (BDSC 77141).
Cell lines
The FreeStyle 293F cell line was obtained from Thermo Fisher. Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) 293 cell line, of which the sex is female, is the parental cell for Freestyle 293F. FreeStyle 293F cells were cultured in suspension in Freestyle 293 Expression medium at 37 C and 10% CO 2 . Schneider 2 Cells (S2) were obtained from Expres 2 ion biotechnologies and derived from male late stage Drosophila melanogaster embryos. S2 cells were cultured in EX-CELL 420 Serum-Free medium (Sigma-Aldrich) and 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Thermo-Fisher) at 25 C.
METHOD DETAILS
Construction of transgenes and transgenic flies DIP-GAL4 were generated from DIP-MiMIC using FC31 recombinase mediated cassette exchange in Hugo Bellen's lab at Baylor College of Medicine: MI02031 (DIP-a, CG32791), MI01971 (DIP-b, CG42343), MI08287 (DIP-d, CG34391), MI07948 (DIP-h, CG14010), MI03191 (DIP-q, CG31646), MI03222 (DIP-g, CG14521), MI11827 (DIP-ε, CG42368), MI03838 (DIP-z, CG31708).
The reference neuron images were generated using VT048653-GAL4 (TmY15) or a pan-neuronal driver (R57C10-Gal4). Images show resampled views (generated using Vaa3D (Peng et al., 2010) of segmented single cells together with a reference pattern (anti-Brp).
The full genotype for the 57C10 MCFO is: OL-KD (29C07-KDGeneswitch-4) in attP40; R57C10-GAL4 in attP2, tubP-KDRT > GAL80-6-KDRT > in VK00027 crossed to MCFO-1 (the genotype and the components are all described in Nern et al. (2015) .
MCFO Immunohistochemistry
We crossed the MCFO-1 line with each DIP-Gal4 line. Flies with DIP-Gal4 and MCFO transgenes were raised at 25 C and receive heat-shock at 37 C for 10-20 min at mid-pupal stage, then they were dissected within two days after eclosion and the brains were stained following the MCFO immunohistochemistry protocol as described previously .
Colocalization Immunohistochemistry
The method is the same as in (Tan et al., 2015) , lines for cell-type-specific labeling are: Dm12 (R47G08-GAL4, UAS-CD8-RFP), Dm14 (R47E05-GAL4, UAS-CD8-RFP), Dm15 (R18G08-GAL4, UAS-CD8-RFP).
Microscopy and Image Analysis
Confocal images were acquired on a Zeiss LSM780 confocal microscope. The staining patterns were reproducible between samples. However, some variation on the overall fluorescence signal and noise levels existed between sections and samples. Thus, proper adjustments of laser power, detector gain, and black level settings were made to obtain similar overall fluorescence signals. Single plane or maximum intensity projection confocal images were exported into TIFF files using ImageJ software (Schindelin et al., 2012) . For identification of DIP-expressing medulla neuron types, we made a pool of 60 medulla neuron types including ones that are well characterized in two large published studies Takemura et al., 2013 ) and a few additions as indicated in Figure 2 . DIP-expressing cell types were identified by comparing the layer specificity and patterns of arborization of single labeled cells to the above mentioned references based on immunofluorescence staining of isolated well characterized cells, as well as Golgi staining in Fischbach and Dittrich (1989) ; Nern et al. (2015) .
